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Technology
The technology behind the Barcode module is based on an advanced image 
processing and barcode recognition algorithm that quickly and reliably reads 
barcodes. It can also read damaged barcodes that cannot be read by hand scanners. 

The technology included with the Barcode module also enables you to automatically 
perform other time-consuming tasks – these include automatic image rotation, 
image de-skew (minor rotation), de-speckle, and several other image enhancements 
that improve the visual clarity of your fax images.

Key Benefits
Static and dynamic barcodes allow for instant routing of documents based on 
document type, where it is received from, or what document it was originally 
associated with.

Enable Recognition of Different  
Barcodes to Increase Productivity
Increase the productivity of your pharmacy without adding additional staff. This module works with DocuTrack 
to enable recognition of four different types of barcodes to further automate your pharmacy workflow.
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These barcodes were 
successfully read by the 
Barcode module and could not 
be read with a hand scanner.

Features

 x Mass-submit refills

 x Automate collation

 x Instant associations

Benefits

 x Increase automation

 x Fewer errors

 x Expedite routing

Technology

 x High read rate

 x Read damaged barcodes

Other Software Extensions

 x Secure Messaging

 x Active Directory

 x eRx

 x Real-Time Viewer

 x Direct Print

Static barcodes indicate document type. Pharmacies can create forms 
using static barcodes and even provide them to facilities. Upon receipt into 
DocuTrack, the forms can be instantly routed. Integra partners with forms 
providers to supply commonly used forms, or create them yourself.

Dynamic barcodes can be automatically added to documents when faxed 
out of DocuTrack. Upon return, the document is recognized, immediately 
stapled to the original, and routed to a designated folder.

Refill barcodes instantly associate Rx information to an original order. 
When received into DocuTrack, it can be recognized, routed, and sent to the 
pharmacy system for processing. Users can also mass submit refills.

Manifest barcodes associate packing slips to patient information. When 
scanned into DocuTrack, the manifest is instantly paired with the original Rx. 
The manifest is then searchable within DocuTrack.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today 
If you are a current customer, please contact your sales representative directly. 
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